
MENTAL MATHS
STD IV

Read the questions carefully 
and answer by circling the 
correct options.



1.    In which of the following numbers is the digit 8 in the 
millions place?

a) 7,533,846
b) 9,078,534
c) 8,564,304
d) 9,865,201



2.  In Roman numerals, which letter 
represents the value of 5?

a) X
b) V
c) L
d) C



3.     The number of days in the month of August is 

a) XXIX
b) XXX
c) XXXI
d) XIXX



4.  How many thousand make a million?  

a) 10
b) 100
c) 1000
d) 10000



5.    Which of the following statements is  
INCORRECT ? 

a)   Symbols V, L ,D are never  subtracted.
b)   Symbol I can be subtracted from V and X 

only once.
c)   Symbol X cannot be subtracted from L
d) Symbol M can be repeated more than 3  

times.



6.    Tom had OMR.13,864 with him. If he gets 
OMR. 1,000 from his father, what is the total 
money with Tom now?

a) OMR. 14,894
b) OMR. 14,394
c) OMR. 14,864
d) OMR. 14,894



7.  The sum of a number and 0 is 

a) Successor
b) Predecessor
c) Number itself
d) 0



8. Fill in the blanks .                                                                       
6,32,873 + 7,21,038 = 7,21,038 + ________ 

a) 6,32,873

b) 6,23,873

c) 6,32,783

d) 6,23,783
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